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What We Did 





What We Did 

Convened scholars from the region who do research and teach HCI.  

Ran affinity exercises to surface shared challenges across the region. 

Brainstormed methods to address those challenges through collective action. 

Informed the group about the capacities and limits of SIGCHI/ACM. 

Facilitated early organizational efforts at creating local chapters and other efforts. 





What We Learned 





What We Learned 

It’s early in the development of an HCI culture in this region. 

HCI is unknown or perceived as unimportant to local industries.  

Interdisciplinary education and research are viewed negatively in universities, 
limiting the growth of HCI, which is inherently interdisciplinary. 

HCI education is split across computer science and information systems. 



What We Learned 

ACM/SIGCHI and resources outside of HCI educational materials are not (yet) 
known or used. 

Much of the leadership is junior. 

There’s a heavy concern about financial resources, especially for early career 
scholars. 

Having an externally-sponsored meeting helped the community coalesce. 



What The Community Will Do  





Community Actions 

Form local SIGCHI chapters. (Egypt is in progress, Jordan is planning) 

Adapt or develop new research methods for conducting user studies with Arab 
communities, e.g. participatory studies (Workshop at CHI.). 

Initiate Sister/Partner University Programs between universities with 
established HCI courses and ones in the Middle East. 

Translate HCI introductory courses to Arabic, because some Arab countries 
teach in Arabic through the university level. 



Community Actions 

Create (crowdsource!) a version of Donald Norman's book, The Design of 
Everyday Things, with examples from the Arab environment. 

Coordinate SIGCHI HCI schools in Arab universities. 

Encourage more Arab HCI scholars to engage in high level service. 

Raise visibility of Arab HCI community by nominating members for advanced 
membership grades and by writing an article on the Arab HCI community in 
Interactions Magazine (possibly translate into Arabic on blog?) 



What The EC Could Do 



EC Opportunities 

Develop a sliding scale for SIGCHI membership (a la ACM and SIGGRAPH) 

Help develop an ACM Distinguished Speaker that can speak in Arabic.  

Identify ways we can boost the benefits of members of local chapters.Have a 
representative of Arab HCI Community on the EC, similar to Asian Development 
Committee - may necessitate new models. 

Create new funding opportunities for early career scholars from developing 
regions. (e.g. new lines, or opening Marsden fund). 

Hold EC meetings in Latin America or Africa from time to time 



EC Opportunities 

Provide ArabHCI organizers with a list of regional ACM/SIGCHI members. 

Create professionalization and educational materials on our YouTube channel 
for people with access to fewer resources. 

Add Arabic subtitles for YouTube videos (is this possible?) 

Identify ways we can boost the benefits of members of local chapters. 

Fund additional SABI meetings (including EC meetings) in Africa and Latin 
America and make sure EC members are able to attend. 



Next Steps 

Guatemala February 19, 20, Aaron will be going, Susan will facilitate 

“SIGCHI Across Borders in a Suitcase” 
 - Shared repository of information on how to set up the meeting. 

Train-the-trainer materials in “Suitcase” and an event (TBD) to develop 
additional facilitators for similar conversations in more regions 



Outcomes and EC Response 

●  Reduced the fee for SIGCHI membership for people in the so-called “developing world” 
●  Actual fee pending ACM approval 
●  There will be 2 tiers of reduced member rates as with reduced ACM member rates 
●  It will apply to the same countries as for ACM rates (based on the same figures 

from World Bank GNI per capita Atlas method data) 

●   Creating some kind of funding mechanism for early career people’s travel 
●  Exact form, shape, requirements, application process, funding amounts all to be 

determined 


